Joint segmentation and classification of fine-grained actions is important for applications in human-robot interaction, video surveillance, and human skill evaluation. In the first part of this paper we develop a spatiotemporal model that takes inspiration from early work in robot task modeling by learning how the state of the world changes over time. The spatial component models objects, locations, and object relationships and the temporal component models how actions transition throughout a sequence. In the second part of the paper we introduce an efficient algorithm for segmental inference that jointly segments and predicts all actions within a video. Our algorithm is tens to thousands of times faster than the current method on two fine-grained action recognition datasets. We highlight the effectiveness of our approach on the 50 Salads and JIGSAWS datasets and observe our model produces many fewer false-positives than competing methods and achieves state of the art performance.
Introduction
The goal of our work is to segment a video temporally and classify each of its corresponding action. Joint segmentation and classification of fine-grained action sequences is important for many applications in industrial automation [29] , surgical skill evaluation [5] , and analysis of structured tasks (e.g. cooking, sports) [17, 12, 13] . Throughout this paper we refer to the example of the sub-sequence depicted in Figure 1 : a user places a tomato onto a cutting board, cuts it with a knife, and places it into the salad bowl. This is part of a much longer sequence where a user prepares a salad.
We focus on goal-driven activities captured with a static camera where each video is composed of a series of contiguous actions. Goal-driven activities can be characterized knowing what objects are in a scene, the relationships between those objects, and how these properties change over time. In the tomato cutting example the cutting action changes the state of the tomato from whole to diced and the place action requires moving object tomato from location cutting board to location bowl. The precise location of each object may vary throughout an action, but there exists a start state, end state, and set of transitions in between. In our work we develop a model that encodes each of these properties.
In the first part of our work we introduce a spatiotemporal model that captures how the environment changes over time. The spatial component encodes object state using latent mid-level features located at different regions in an image. The temporal component models an action as a function of how these latent states transition throughout the course of a sequence. Our model is a special case of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that uses spatial and temporal filters.
Many time series models, including most CNNs and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), perform inference framewise. This implies that the action predicted at every timestep is only a function of the score for that timestep. In our experiments framewise inference commonly results in spurious false positives within otherwise contiguous segments. In our work we jointly segment and classify actions by solving a semi-Markov energy minimization problem. We refer to this as segmental inference.
In the second part of this paper we introduce a segmental inference method that is 12x to over 1900x faster than the current approach on the evaluated datasets. This requires solving a semi-Markov energy minimization problem akin to [19, 15] . One caveat is that this approach requires optimizing over all possible segment durations and thus is very slow if each action is long. Typically these models are used in natural language processing where the segment duration is fairly short. However, in our applications the segments can be on the order of thousands of frames. We introduce a substantially more efficient method for segmental inference by bounding the maximum number of segments expected in a video.
Lastly we address the question of action granularity. Should a given sequence be composed of three objectspecific actions (e.g. pick up tomato, cut tomato, and place tomato), one object-specific action (e.g. cutting tomato), or an object-agnostic action (e.g. cutting)? We evaluate our models on four different granularities and compare performance. This analysis is important for assessing our effectiveness for practical applications.
We apply our model to the 50 Salads [24] and JHU-ISI Surgical Assessment Working Set (JIGSAWS) [5] datasets and show our video-based model achieves superior performance than the state of the art, even compared to some approaches using domain-specific sensor data like the pose of a robot.
Our contributions are threefold. We
• develop a spatiotemporal model that captures how the state of the world changes over time, • introduce an efficient algorithm for segmental inference, • perform a comprehensive set of experiments that give intuition on the importance of label granularity The insights we describe have implications beyond our problem including on action classification, localization, and detection.
Related Work
Action classification: Most activity analysis research has approached action classification where simple bag of words-based approaches have been relatively successful. Typically spatiotemporal features, like Dense Trajectories [30, 31] , are used with a histogram of dictionary elements or a Fisher Vector encoding [31] . Dense Trajectories concatenate HOG, HOF, and MBH texture descriptors along optical flow trajectories. However, despite success for classification, these approaches are inadequate for tasks similar to ours like action localization. In the 2015 THU-MOS large-scale action recognition challenge 1 teams used similar approaches to achieved a top score of 0.7 mAP on classification. However, when it came to generalizing this to action localization the top score was only 0.18 (with over-1 THUMOS Challenge: http://www.thumos.info/ lap ≥ 0.5). These approaches tend not to explicitly encode spatial or temporal relationships which are clearly important for modeling action sequences.
Recent work has extended CNN models from the image domain to the video domain [8, 21, 25] . These models improve over bag of words by encoding spatial relationships within an image. For example, Karpathy et al. [8] introduce a temporal CNN for large-scale action classification that uses spatial and temporal information by fusing feature activations from several timesteps into a hierarchical network. While they achieve state of the art performance their temporal model is only marginally better than simply averaging framewise activations. Zisserman et al. [21] introduced a two stream CNN using color and optical flow images for action classification. They show that their network learns features similar to Dense Trajectories features. Very recently Sun et al. [25] introduced a factorized Spatiotemporal CNN that jointly learns spatial and temporal convolutions. This is similar to our first contribution but is targeted at action classification and does not model actions segmentally.
Other work has used Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) with Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) to model a sequence over time. For example, Wu et al. [32] use dual RGB and optical flow CNNs combined with LSTM to perform action classification. One downside of LSTM is that it is typically treated as a blackbox and is not easy to interpret or visualize. Our model is similar to those in speech recognition (e.g. [6, 1] ) which learn verbal primitives, like phonemes, with a set of 1D convolutional filters. It is also similar to recent robotics work which learns action-specific convolutional filters [2] 2 .
Fine-grained recognition: Recent fine-grained recognition research has focused on human-centric and object-centric approaches. Pose-base methods (e.g. [18, 3] ) assume that each action can be predicted knowing the human pose. Object-centric methods, ( [14, 4] ), predict an action by first detecting the identity and location of objects in an image. This requires object bounding boxes which require a large number of annotations and may not scale to new environments. In our work we learn a latent object representation without object annotations. Yezhou et al. [33] learn how objects change as a function of an action. For example, in a cutting task the transition from a whole cucumber to two halves is modeled as a change from one segment to two. It is not clear that this can easily be applied in settings like ours with substantial clutter and occlusion. Additional approaches using bag of words models have achieved moderate success for classification [18] in the case where temporal segmentation is known. This is special case of the joint segmentation and classification problem. For completeness we also evaluate our models for this problem.
Temporal Models A common approach for performing joint segmentation and classification is to use a chain Conditional Random Field (CRF). In particular, Semi-Markov CRFs have been used to compute segment-level features as opposed to frame-level features [19, 15, 20, 7, 28, 27, 26] . Shi et al. [20] use a discriminative Semi-Markov model with a histogram of cuboid and shape context features to recognize single actions in the KTH and CMU MoBo datasets. They also evaluate on a simple activity dataset they created that includes the actions "walking," "bending," and "drawing." Pirsiavash and Ramanan [15] propose a segmental regular grammar, which can be viewed as a Semi Markov CRF, for decomposing actions into latent action primitives for sports videos. Their representation is a set of normalized histograms using Dense Trajectories and other local video features. We leverage work in area by inferring action segments using a semi-Markov energy model.
Spatiotemporal Model
The input at each frame is a color image and a motion image. The output is a list of segments with the corresponding action labels, start times, and durations. Figure 2 depicts the spatial and temporal units in our model. In this section we describe the spatial and temporal components and in Section 4 describe segmental inference.
Spatial Component
In recent years CNNs have become commonplace. Models like VGG [22] and Alexnet [10] have been wildly successful for many problems. In this section we discuss how the common CNN is a natural formulation for modeling object state and location in fine-grained actions.
For each timestep t there is an image pair I t = {I t is a motion image. The motion image captures when an object has moved into or out of a region. Other work (e.g. [22] ) has shown success using optical flow as a motion image. We see improved performance by simply taking the difference between the current image and an image d frames (e.g. 2 seconds) earlier.
The input is decomposed into an N × N grid of R nonoverlapping regions. Each region for i ∈ {1, . . . , R} is described with feature r i which will encode object location and state. r i is a vector of feature activations output from a series of spatial convolutional units applied at that region. Each spatial unit consists of a 3 × 3 convolution layer with F l filters for layer l, a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), and 3 × 3 max pooling. We use three spatial units with F = {64, 96, 128} filters per layer. See Figure 1 for an example of the regions overlaid on images from 50 Salads. Figure 3 shows example CNN activations after each spatial unit. The top row shows the sum of all filter activations after that layer and the bottom row shows the color corresponding to the best scoring filter at that location. We find that these filters are similar to mid-level object detectors. Notice the relevant objects in the image and the regions corresponding to the action (place tomato in bowl) all have high activations and different best-scoring filters.
We model the relationships between objects and regions using a fully connected layer. One latent state in this layer may produce a high score for tomato in the region with the cutting board and knife in the region next to it. Let r t ∈ R R·F3 be the concatenation of all features {r i } R i=1 and h t ∈ R F f c be the states in a fully connected layer where F f c is the set of fully connected nodes. The state is a function of weight matrix W (0) and biases b (0) with a sigmoid nonlinearity g(·):
We use 256 latent features. In order to compare our full spatiotemporal model with a simple spatial model we define a a second fully connected layer x t ∈ R C , where C is the number of classes, to learn which hidden states correspond to each action:
During learning we use this layer to train the spatial component of our model. Our network is similar to VGG [22] and Alexnet [10] but shallower and has a fewer grid elements. We use three spatial units and a grid size of 4 × 4. To contrast, in image classification, deep networks tend to use at least four spatial units and have larger grid counts. VGG uses a 7×7 grid and Alexnet uses a 12 × 12 grid. One reason for this disparity could be that in image classification there is often a single large object whereas in our problem there are many small objects. 
Temporal Component
In this section we learn a set of temporal filters that model how these states change over the course of an action. We capture actions, transitions between sequential actions, and attributes like action duration.
We assume that each action can be classified with a linear combination of shared temporal filters. Let the collection of features x t from the spatial component be X ∈ R C×T and the action label be y t ∈ {1, ..., C} for t from 1 to T . X t:t+d is a segment of features from time t to t + d − 1. We learn a set of F T temporal filters W (2) = {W
Each filter is of size C × d where d is the filter duration 3 . Activation a t is a linear combination of temporal convolutions of the input features for segment X t:t+d with the temporal filters. b
(2) is a bias associated with each filter and g is the ReLU function:
Score vector s t ∈ R C is a function of weight vectors
with softmax function g (·):
In principle we could create a deep temporal model. In our experiments we found that this does not improve the performance nor does it improve the interpretability of our model.
Learning
While it may be advantageous to learn all spatial and temporal parameters jointly it makes it more difficult to per- 3 Here we denote the filters and segments as matrices for clarity. In practice everything is vectorized.
form ablative and comparative analysis. Thus we choose to learn the spatial component, freeze the weights, and then learn the temporal component. For each component let Y ∈ R C×T be a matrix where the true class at each timestep is 1 and the rest are 0. S ∈ R C×T is the set of scores for each timestep. We learn parameters
3 }, and the spatial convolutional filters with the mean squared error loss function e(Y, S) = Y −S 2 F using ADAM [9] , a recent method for stochastic optimization.
Parameters such as grid size, filter counts, and nonlinearity functions were picked using cross validation. We used Keras 4 , a library of deep learning tools, to implement our model.
Segmental Inference
Most CNN and RNN formulations predict a class at each frame independently of all other frames given the current score: y t = arg max y s y t . Thus if the classifier is not confident of the class, meaning scores for classes a and b are similar, then it common for the labels to oscillate from y t = a to y t+1 = b to y t+2 = a over a long contiguous sequence. For most applications we prefer a set of coherent segments that do not oscillate between labels over short periods of time. In practice we see these oscillations even occur with models like Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) which capture long-term class state.
We infer the labels for all frames jointly with a segmental inference model that captures actions at a segment-level. The formulation has been used previously for Semi-Markov CRFs [19, 20, 7] and Segmental Regular Grammars [16] .
First we define the notation and then introduce a new efficient inference algorithm.
Let tuple P j = (y j , t j , d j ) be the jth action segment where y j is the action label, t j is the start time, and d j is the segment duration. There is a sequence of M segments P = {P 1 , ..., P M } for 0 < M ≤ T such that the start of segment j coincides with the end of the previous segment t j = t j−1 + d j−1 and the durations sum to the total time M i=1 d i = T . Given scores S = {s 1 , . . . , s T } from Section 3 we infer segments P that maximize the cost E(S, P ) for the whole video:
for segment function f (·). To avoid the degenerate solution where each consecutive segment receives the same label (e.g. y 1 = y 2 = ... = a) we impose the constraint y i = y i−1 for all segments i. We choose the sum function with the constraint on self-transitions:
Sarawagi and Cohen [19] introduce this model in the context of a Semi-Markov Conditional Random Field and solve the following discrete constrained optimization problem:
s.t.
They introduce a method, which we refer to as Segmental Viterbi, which extends traditional Viterbi inference to the case of joint segmentation and classification of sequences. For each segment they optimize over the previous segment and segment duration. Their recursive update step is defined as follows with score V y,t for class y, time t, previous class y and segment duration d: V y,t = arg max
d). Variable d is maximized over values from 1
to the maximum segment length D. In the forward pass the scores are computed for all timesteps, classes, previous classes, and durations. The optimal labels are recovered by backtracing through the matrix. The computational complexity of this approach is O(T C 2 D). By bounding the maximum number of segments in a video we dramatically decrease the number of necessary computations. We solve a slightly modified optimization problem:
Our solution is a different dynamic programming approach in which we compute a score V k,y,t for all segments k, such that 0 < k ≤ K, with recursive update
At a high level our approach computes the best labeling for each segment up to K while Segmental Viterbi computes the best labeling for each frame up to time T . Our algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 1. The computational complexity is O(T C 2 K). 
Evaluation
We perform a comprehensive set of experiments to show ablative analysis, the effect of training on different action granularities, and how our model performs if we assume temporal segmentation. Note that our emphasis is not on how the accuracy alone improves, but on how well the segments are modeled. For many applications having a set of cohesive segments is at least, if not more, important than good accuracy.
University of Dundee 50 Salads
Stein and McKenna introduced the 50 Salads dataset [24] for evaluating fine-grained action recognition in the cooking domain. This dataset includes 50 instances of a user making a salad. There are 25 users -each of whom make salads in two different trials. Each trial includes video, depth maps (via Kinect), and synchronized 3-axis accelerometer data from each of 10 kitchen objects. These accelerometers can be used as a proxy for which objects are being used in the scene. The objects are: plate, pepper dispenser, bowl, oil bottle, large spoon, dressing glass, knife, peeler, small spoon, chopping board Each video has been annotated at four levels of granularity. At the coarsest level ("high") each video contains the labels cut and mix ingredients, prepare dressing, serve salad.. At the second tier ("mid") there are 17 fine-grained actions like add vinegar, cut tomato, mix dressing, peel cucumber, place cheese into bowl, serve salad. and others. At the finest level ("low") there are 52 actions which indicate the start, middle, and end of each of the previous 17 actions. For each level there is also a background class. A complete list of the actions in each level in included in the supplemental material.
A fourth granularity ("eval"), suggested by [24] , consolidates some object-specific actions like cutting a tomato and cutting a cucumber into a object-agnostic actions like cutting. These actions are: add dressing, add oil, add pepper, cut, mix dressing, mix ingredients, peel, place, serve salad onto plate, and background. These labels coincide with the tools that are fastened with accelerometers.
Our sensor-based results use the same features as [2] which are the absolute value of the accelerometer values. We use the same splits with 5-fold validation where we train on 20 users and test on 5 users.
JHU-ISI Gesture and Skill Assessment Working Set (JIGSAWS)
The second dataset, JIGSAWS [5] , is used for recognizing fine-grained actions common in robotic surgery training. We evaluate using Leave One User Out evaluation on the suturing task. This includes 39 trials of synchronized video and robot kinematics data collected from a daVinci medical robot. There are eight users and about five trials per user. Each trial is decomposed into 11 fine-grained actions such as inserting needle into skin, tying a knot, transferring needle between tools, and dropping the needle at the end point. Videos last about two minutes and contain 15 to 29 action primitives per video.
In the sensor-based baseline we use the robot kinematics and vision-based features from the authors of [11] . The features are: left and right tool positions, velocities, and gripper angles as well as the distance from the tools to the closest object in the scene from the video.
Metrics
We evaluate on two metrics: one that measures how well segments are captured and the other that measures the framewise accuracy of the predictions.
First, we use the Levenshtein edit distance as a segmental metric. This metric was suggested for the 50 Salads dataset by [2] because it penalizes oversegmentation but allows for slight temporal deviations between the ground truth and predictions. In many applications there is high uncertainty in the location of temporal boundaries. The start or end of an action may be ambiguous or different annotators may interpret an action differently.
This score, A edit (G, P ), is computed as a function of segment insertions, deletions, with ground truth segments G = {G 1 , . . . , G M } and predicted segments P = {P 1 , . . . , P N }. The number of edits is normalized by the maximum of M and N . For clarity we show the score (1 − A edit (G, P ) ) × 100 which is a number from 0 to 100.
In order to compare against prior work we also evaluate using framewise accuracy. Let G = {y 1 , . . . , y T } be ground truth labels at each timestep and P = {y 1 , . . . , y T } be the predicted labels. Framewise accuracy captures the percent of time a class is correctly classified:
The classification results, which assume temporal segmentation, use the accuracy metric applied to segments instead of individual frames.
Experiments
In our first experiment, shown in Table 1 , we compare our results with other work and perform an ablative analysis to show the performance using the spatial, the spatiotemporal, and the segmental spatiotemporal models. For clarity methods using sensor data are shown separately. These 50 Salads results are on the "eval" granularity.
In addition to evaluating our model on video data, we compare performance of the temporal component (with and without segmental inference) using the sensor data from each dataset. We also evaluate these results using LSTM, a popular Recurrent Neural Network. In these results we use 64 latent nodes. Table 2 shows performance on all four action granularities from 50 Salads. All results are computed using the complete spatiotemporal model with segmental inference. The first two scores are using the framewise and segmental metrics. The last score is for the classification regime in which we assume known temporal segmentation. To compute these results we simply take the mean of scores s t across a given time period and take the best scoring class.
Lastly, Table 3 shows the speedup of our inference algorithm compared to Segmental Viterbi on all 50 Salads and JIGSAWS label sets.
Discussion
Based on Table 1 and visual inspection in Figure 4 it is clear that performing segmental inference has a large impact on the performance of all tested models. In many cases there is a about 10% improvement in segmental score going from frame-wise to segmental inference. For example on JIGSAWS the frame-wise spatiotemporal video model (stCNN (frame-wise)) achieves 71. 23 Table 2 . Results for each granularity in the 50 Salads dataset. Low  2289  83  27x  Mid  3100  38  82x  Eval  3100  35  88x  High  11423  6  1903x  JIGSAWS  350  29  12x   Table 3 . The speedup of our algorithm compared with Segmental Viterbi. Max duration is the longest segment duration in frames.
Label set Max duration Max segments Speedup
Max segments is the maximum number of segments in any video.
the percent of frames that are correct is roughly constant but the number of false-positives decreases. This is important for robotics applications where false-positives can be especially problematic. The spatiotemporal model (stCNN) outperforms the spatial model (sCNN) by 29% accuracy on JIGSAWS and 4.7% on 50 Salads using the "eval" granularity. The large effect on JIGSAWS may be contributed to the fact that there is less visual variation in each of the actions. For example both transfer tool and insert needle into skin can appear in the center of the screen. However, the tools start and end in different locations for each action. Results on both datasets improve tremendously in terms of segmental edit distance. The results using just the spatial model tends to oscillate a lot over time.
Overall the video results on JIGSAWS have 4.1% higher accuracy relative to the state of the art [27] which used a bag of words approach. Our sensor results have a 7.5% relative increase in the segmental score than [2] but 5.1% decrease in accuracy. Our classification accuracy on JIGSAWS using video is 83.39% and using sensors is 86.63%. Both of these are slightly higher than state of the art which is 81.17% for video and 86.56% for sensor data [34] .
In all experiments the video results are strictly worse than sensor results in terms of accuracy. This is not surprising given that the sensors were specifically designed to model each activity. For example in 50 Salads the accelerometers are attached to a kitchen utensil that corresponds to one of the "eval" labels. In JIGSAWS the robot pose includes the 3D position and orientation of the robot tools as well as whether or not the grippers are closed. From our spatial activation maps (as shown in Section 3) we see that our model detects the positions of the tools. However, it is unclear if it is picking up on depth information. If we used stereo images then perhaps we could improve performance. Table 2 shows results for each granularity of 50 Salads. While the performance decreases going from "high" to "low" the difference in sensor accuracies for "medium" (18 classes) compared to "low" (52 action classes) is relatively small. The results using video are worse but still degrade sub-linearly with each additional class. The classification scores are worse than expected. This is in large part due to the background class. There are a many very short background actions that happen in between other long segments. Our model does not recognize these well which has a large impact on classification accuracy. Figure 5 depicts the confusion matrix for the "low" granularity on 50 Salads 5 . The white boxes overlaid denote which "low" level actions correspond to which objectagnostic actions. For example all cutting actions are in one box. As expected the highest errors for each action are within that box. The method tends to confuse cutting a tomato with cutting a cucumber more than it confuses it with mixing ingredients.
The speedup of our algorithm compared to Segmental Viterbi, as shown in Table 3 , is substantial. The speedup here could enable new work on hierarchical models. Given our performance boost and speed increases we hope to see others adopt this method in future work.
Conclusion
In this paper we developed a spatiotemporal model that encodes latent representations of objects in a scene, their relationships, and their transitions between actions. Performance using this model showed large improvements over a purely spatial model. We also saw that jointly predicting all actions segmentaly had a large impact on reducing the number of spurious false-positive frames. The algorithm that we introduced for solving the inference problem is substantially faster than the current method and will enable work on new hierarchical models for video analysis. Lastly we compared performance of our model on several different granularities. We hope this gives insight into what current approaches for joint segmentation and classification are capable of accurately recognizing.
